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ABSTRACT 

We all know that there are several algebraic 

ways to solve irrational equations and extreme 

problems. Solving examples and problems in 

geometric ways helps to increase students' interest 

in mathematics and to see more clearly the 

relationship between geometry and algebra. In this 

article, a triangle area is used to solve an irrational 

equation, the cosine theorem, and vectors are used 

to solve extreme problems. 

Keywords: cosine theorem, triangle area, a vector 

length, semicircle, minimum and maximum values. 

Introduction 

There are such extreme problems with 

irrational equations and irrational expressions that 

it takes a long time to solve them algebraically. It is 

much easier to solve them geometrically. Solving 

examples and problems geometrically helps to 

increase students' interest in mathematics and to 

give them a clearer idea of the relationship between 

geometry and algebra. In this article, the formula 

for finding the triangle area for solving an irrational 

equation, the cosine theorem for solving extreme 

problems, and vectors are used. 

Example 1. Solve the equation 

131442122525 22  xxxx . 

Solution. To solve this equation in the traditional 

way, each side is squared until the roots disappear. 

Solving the equation geometrically is done in a 

short time.   In figure 1 13AB according to 

Pythagorean theorem from ABC . 

ABD , because 

ABDBADxf  )min()(min . 

1-figure 

Here 

1442122525)( 22  xxxxxf . If 

the equation has roots, then they are positive. (The 

left-hand side value of 0x  equation is not less 

than 12). 
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Example 2. a  For each value of parameter a ,

tgzztga  122 . In the equation, tgz takes 

several different values. 

Solution. This is not a simple equation. It's not easy 

to solve in the traditional way, If we replace tgz

with x , it will be easier to solve it geometrically. 

Figure 2 shows graphs of the functions 

22 xay  (a semicircle in the upper hemisphere 

with radius a
 which

 center is at the beginning of 

coordinates) and )1(1  xxy  (light passing 

through point (0,1) at point (1; 0). 

 
figure 2 

So, xxa  122
 

has no root at 
2

2
a  . 

has 1 root at 
2

2
a  and 1a . 

has 2 roots at 1
2

2
 a  

So, tgz : 

1) It takes a single value at 
2

2
a . (If 

2

2
  is 

one number, then 
2

2
 is another number) 

2) It takes a single value at 1a .  

3) it takes 2 different values at
 

1
2

2
 a . 

Example3. Find the largest value of the 

139)( 22  xxxxf function. 

Solution. Let’s look at the ABC triangle. Here 

xACACDACB  ,30,90 00 , 

1,3  CDBC  and D  point lies inside the 

triangle ABC . (3-figure) 

3-figure 

From the triangle ABC  by the Pythagorean 

theorem 92  xAB . According to the cosine 

theorem from ACD  is 132  xxAD . 

DBDABAADABxf  11)max()(max

, 

here ACA 1  (if ABD ). 

According to the cosine theorem from BCD   

760cos31231 022 DB . 

Answer: 7 . 
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Example 4. Find the smallest value of the function 

89262251421222)( 222  xxxxxxxxf   

Solution. We look at the vectors 

)8;5(),;1(),3;4(),;( xxdxxcxxbxxa 

and their modulus. 

2xa  . 

25142 2  xxb . 

122 2  xxc . 

89262 2  xxd . 

dcbaxf )( . 

dcbadcba   because 

dcbaxf )(min . 

)11;10( dcba  

221 dcba . 

So, 221)(min xf . 

                                                                                           

Answer: 221 . 

Example 5. Find the smallest value of the 

2222242)( 222  xxxxxxf

function. 

Solution. We consider 4 distances O(0;0), A(1;1), 

);(,
2

31
;

2

31
xxMB













 
 and AMOM ,  and 

BM .

222,242,2 222  xxBMxxAMxOM

. 

BMAMOMxf )( . 

It is not difficult to calculate the sides of an triangle 

ABO . 

2 ABBOAO . So, ABO  is equilateral 

,3)min( RBMOMAM   

The radius of the circle drawn outside the R 

equilateral triangle. 

Because 32 R  it is 6)(min xf . 

Answer: 6 . 

Example 6. If 

941);;( 222  zyxzyxf and 

8 zyx , find the smallest value of the 

);;( zyxf  function. 

Solution. 

 
figure 4 

According to Figure 4, the length of the ABCD  
curve is not less than 10, then 10);;( zyxf at 

8 zyx . 

Answer: 10. 
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